
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

McMillan Unveils All-in-One PDG Study App for Airmen 
New mobile app offers enlisted Airmen multiple ways to study for promotion exams on their iOS devices. 

 
SAN LUIS OBISPO, CA – McMillan Study Guides Inc., the premier publisher of self-study materials for 
US Air Force members, today announced the release of their all-in-one iOS study app, PDG Suite. 
Building on the popularity of their existing Apple-device apps, PDG Suite gives Airmen the only complete 
mobile study solution. 
 
PDG Suite, based on the Air Force’s 2011 Professional Development Guide, boasts more than 10,000 
questions and ReviewNotes. It is the most comprehensive on-the-go study app for the Promotion Fitness 
Examination and United States Air Force Supervisory Examination. 
 
PDG Suite combines McMillan’s three existing apps, PDG Made Easy!, PDG in a Flash! and PDG Final 
Exams!, with a new option to study multiple-choice questions by chapter in PDG Choice!  
 
“Our customers requested an app with multiple-choice questions by chapter and we delivered,” said 
Daniel Brannon, director of software development at McMillan Study Guides. “With PDG Suite, we 
exceeded expectations by offering Airmen our complete 3-Step Study System in one app.” 

The 3-Step Study System, a hallmark of McMillan’s best-selling PDG GOLD software, helps Airmen 
prepare for promotion exams by using a targeted approach to information retention. ReviewNotes 
summarize key points in PDG Made Easy!, single-answer flashcards reinforce correct answers in PDG in 
a Flash!, and multiple-choice questions by chapter challenge Airmen in PDG Choice! Users can also take 
100-question quizzes that mimic the PFE or USAFSE in PDG Final Exams! 

“Start with an overview, reinforce the details and then test your knowledge,” explained Gayle McMillan 
Smith, president of McMillan Study Guides. “Those steps help ensure your success on test day, and PDG 
Suite puts all these tools right on your iOS device.”  

NCO and SNCO versions of PDG Suite are now available for purchase in Apple’s App Store. McMillan 
plans to release Android versions of PDG Suite and their entire line of apps this spring.  

About McMillan Study Guides Inc. 
Established in 1988, McMillan Study Guides Inc. is the worldwide leader in promotion study guides for US 
Air Force members. We produce and market self-study guides that help thousands of enlisted Air Force 
personnel prepare for exams each year. With an unmatched variety of formats, we offer study tools that fit 
every learning style, including books, flashcards, audio downloads, mobile apps and software. To find out 
more, please visit www.mcmguides.com.  
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